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powerPerfector sets the standard for success
powerPerfector has qualified as an Altius Assured Vendor following a rigorous independent
assessment and accreditation process.

It means the company can now forge links with blue chip businesses like Selfridges, Airbus, SGP
Property and Facilities Management, General Healthcare Group, Arcadia Group, Wolseley and
Superdrug.

The Altius Assured Vendor status sits alongside the company’s ISO 9001, ISO 14001, BS EN 16001
and BS OHSAS 18001 accreditation.

Gary Plant, Managing Director of Altius Vendor Assessment, said: “powerPerfector has
demonstrated to our expert assessors that it’s a top supplier. This provides complete assurance
that it is in sound financial health, with all the necessary health and safety systems, insurance
coverage, and other requirements in place to be a competent supplier to large corporate
customers. We are delighted to welcome the team as one of our assured contractors.”

David Middleton, powerPerfector QUENSH manager said: “Achieving this recognised standard
proves our high level of competency. It will enable us to compete nationally for major contracts
and boost our reputation as a quality supplier. The major corporate businesses who are partnered
with Altius can have confidence in our abilities, and it gives us a golden opportunity to increase
our sales.”

Altius Vendor Assessment helps companies to assess, improve, monitor and assure their supply
base – to reduce their risk and liability and increase performance. The robust online supplier
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accreditation and management system, which is free to clients and main contractors, takes a
thorough evidence-based approach to checking the competences of suppliers.

By working with suppliers to develop and assess their competences, Altius enhances their
status and performance – opening up opportunities to win major contracts with some of the UK’s
leading businesses.
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Notes to Editors:
1. powerPerfector is the world’s only Voltage Power Optimiser, giving energy, cost and carbon
savings by efficiently optimising a site’s supply voltage. By optimising the voltage, electrical
equipment runs more efficiently and consumes less energy.
2. powerPerfector deals with the discrepancy between the actual supply voltage you receive (on
average 242V) and the optimum voltage your electrical equipment needs (220V).
3. The technology was developed in Japan in 1993 to combat rising energy costs due to
increasing demand and a lack of natural energy resources. In the UK, powerPerfector is the
sole supplier of Voltage Power Optimisation (VPO)® technology.
4. powerPerfector acquired the worldwide patents, manufacturing and distribution rights to VPO
in June 2011.
5. Manufacture of the powerPerfector began in the UK in February 2012.
6. www.powerperfector.com
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